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I read the text carefully then I answer the questions below.

Belezma national park was created in 1984, and it is one of the most important
national parks in Algeria. It is considered as one of the most promising
destinations for eco- tourist and wild lovers in Algeria. It is located in Batna
province in the Belezma mountains northwest of Batna city in the north eastern
region of Algeria. It covers an area of 262.5 square kilometers. The park was
designated as a UNESCO biosphere reserve in June 2015.
The diverse ecological regions of the park accommodate over 300 animal
mal
species and 440 plant species. Endangered species such as Cuiver’s gazelle,
elle,
Dorcas gazelle and Barbary sheep inhabit the park. Additionally the park has rare
ra
orrocco.
plants such as the Atlas cedar which is native to Algeria and Morrocco.

Belezma national park is also home to several historical and
nd cul
cultural sites
including tombs and caves.Suggested activities in the park are
a hiking ,
birding trips and wildlife watching.

Task one: (07pts)

A/ I circle the right answer (02pts)
pts)
1-The text is a:

a- e-mail

b- bblog page
p

2-Batna is located in: a- inn the north of Alg
Algeria

c- magazine page

b- in the west of Algeria

c- in the northern east of Algeria

B/ I read the textt and comp
complete
complet the table (3pts)
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C/ I ma
match eeach word with its definition( 02pts).
1-Rare
Ra

a-An area of land set aside for environmental preservation.

2-Park

b-Existing in very small numbers.

3-wild life

c- Being at risk of extinction.

4-Endangered

d- Animals and plants that live in a natural environment .
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TASK TWO: (07 pts)
A/I add one word to each list. ( 03 pts)
1- Gazelle- Panda –barbary sheep-………………..
2- Belezma national park- taza national park- Chrea national park-……………….
3- Plastic bag- pollution- …………………

1- We ……………keep Algeria clean and tidy.
2- People ………… hunt endangered animal and plant species.

s

B/I fill in the gaps with “must” or “mustn’t”. (02pts)

c/ I classify these words in the right column.( 02 pts)
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TASK THREE : (Situation of integration) (06 pts)

om

job- massage- education-usually.

t

You are a member of Green Peace (an associationn that
hat protects nature)
natu your role is to tell people about
the importace of protecting the environment and
of pollution.
nd preventing all types
ty
¾ Write a short list of recommendations
to them how to protect the
ns in which you explain
exp
environment using obligation.
Here are some clues to help you:
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verbs
Use- putUseUs
p plant- protect- huntresp
respect-waste
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du
ca

Nouns
The three Rs- litter- recycle binsns- treestrees
reester
Animals- rules- posters- water
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